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After ten years of developrrent and evolution the
flexibility of MIlS has continued to show its capac-
ity as an effective operating system in meeting the
educational, clinical, research, financial, and
nanagerial needs of the Lcma Linda University
School of Dentistry .Lcma Linda is in the top ten
percent of dental schools in the inplementation of
canputerization and the existing system only took
an actual twelve person years to develop, program,
and IrBintain .This paper describes a few of the
m:Jre general features of the system including hard-
ware configuration, usage of the MilS virtual port,
integration of micros with the Schools" nrinis, the
'universal' device handler, a text editor, and
'sm:Jrgasbord' routines; all inplemented in MilS.

ing Printronix 300 and 600 lr:m printers and in
excess of loo users that access the two cooputers

~~

Subsequent to the purchase of the S/280, the various
callputerized functions were divided between the two
Eclipses. The majority of the clinical, financial,
text editor and departllental functions were trans-
ported to the S/280 while the S/250 supported Dental
Supply ( inventory and financial) , Continuing Educat-
ion, test grading and grades, private practice sup-
port , and assorted other processes. The virtual
port feature of MilS was implerrented in order that
operators on the S/280 could have access to programs
and data via menus on the S/250 and visa versa.
Some six ports on each machine are reserved for this
function and are connected via RS 232 cabling. The
rudimentary yet effective virtual port routine is
accessed by the user via an option selection fran
their main menu. The virtual port transfer routine
is shO\'m as Figure 1.

Hardware ~

As previously reported, the School of Dentistry at
LaTIa Linda University began canputerization in a
limited capacity in 1977; ti!re sharing on a Data
General Nova computer running MII5.1 In January
1983 the entire School CarrE on line with a Data Gen-
eral Eclipse 5/250 of its own. In July of 1986 a
Data General Eclipse 5/280 was added. The 5/280
was configured with 1MB of m3.in IremOry , two 592MB
6239 disk drives, a 1600/625050 IPS 6300 tape
drive, and four ALM-16 4257 boards. It was decided
to purchase the additional Eclipse rather than a
MY 8000 Model II computer for the following reasons :
1. the 5/250 had very little resale value,
2. using ALM boards fran the 5/250 would decrease

the cost of the 5/280,
3. the 5/250 could be used to support non-clinical

uses and as a back-up system,
4. Meditech gave approximate relative processor

rating (speed) with MII5 of 0.8 for a 5/250, 1.7
for a 5/280 and 2.0 for the MY 8000, thus there
appeared little increased processor speed with
the 8000, and

5. the cost of the 5/280 was $120,000 and the MY
8000 would have been about $180,000 with monthly
m3.intenance costs being approxjmately equal.

Thus a refurbished 5/280 was purchased even though
Data General was and continues to de-~hasize its
Eclipse line in favor of its MV series. Even today
a used 5/280 could be a cost effective choice for an
institution or business not needing the power of the
32 bit processor. Currently there are some 95 term-
inals and printers connected to the Eclipses includ-
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Figure 1. Virtual Port Transfe1.. Routine .

where X @7(10) homes cursor, clears the screen, and

enables full intensity

X @7(24) clears line 24 and positions cursor

at the beginning of the line

A%VP(vp)=vpx where vp is a port # on the orig-

inate canputer and vpx is the co=e-

sponding port # on the destination

IMchine

ZL is a user information and security variable
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'%DDV (2) =PRII.'TRONIX
10)=TI820
11)=TV925
12)=TV925
13)=Tv925
14)=TV925
15)=TV925
16)=Tv925
17)=TV925
18)=Tv925
19)=Tv925
20)=TV925
21)=TV925
22)=TV925
23)=TV925
24)=TV925
25)=Tv925
26)=TV925
2.7) =TV925

~ Integration

The usage of the micro canputer in the office was
not a salient issue in 1984 but certainly has becare
one. r-Bny of the departnental offices within the
~ntal School nCM have at least one micro and are
primarily using them for word processing, though
there is sare spread sheet and specialized uses ,
e.g. , graphics, cephalaretrics, etc. Due to limited
desk and office space and as a matter of conven-
ience, sane of the depar~nts are using their micro
as a dumb terminal connected to one of the minis .
Mirror II , a product of Softklone Distributing Corp-
oration, is being used to turn the micro into a
'dunb' terminal eImJlating a TeleVideo 925. The
micro is connected to the Data <:eneral using can!
or can2 on the IBM (or clone) and a RS 232 port on
the mini. On relatively rare occasions users need
to transfer data files between the Data <:eneral and
the users micro data base. Mirror II is also used
to accanplish this transfer via RS 232 protocol.
If the data being transferred is simply to be used
with the text editor on the Data <:eneral, i.e. ,
text only, then additional progralIming is unneces-
sary .Otherwise custan progralIming is needed to
properly deal with the filing of the incaning data.

Figure 2 .Port ~vice Type

.'DDV(.ESPRIT..9)=H .126..17...,.y..126..24..126..2S
l).H .126..2B..126..2S
2)=H .126..17,.x..y..126..1S
3)=H .126..29..126..31
4)=H .126..17, y
S).H .126,.17 y..126..24
6)=H .126..31..126..17, y..126..1S
7)=H .126..31
B)=H .126..15
9).H .126..24
19)=H .126..2B..126..31
11).H .126..25
12).H .126..17 y..126..2S
13).H .126..17 y..126..31
14)=H .126..17 y..126..24..126..12
lS).H .126..17 y..126..1S..126..2S
16)=H .126..1B
17)=H .126..17 y..126..24..126..2S
IB).H .126..2B
29)=H .126..29
21)=H .126..29,.126..25
22)=H .126,.2B..126..31..126..17..x..y
23)=H .126..17...,.y..126..19
24)=H .126..17..9..23..126..15
2S)=H 9
26)=H 9
27)=H 9
2B)=H 9
29)=H 9
39)=H .126..26
31)=H .126..19

Device Handler
-

Figure 3. Screen Formatting Codes for 'ESPRIT'
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As with npst systems developed in-house, the Schools
canputer system has evolved. Included in this evo-
lution was the use of various terminals as input
devices including, Mini-Tecs, Hazeltine 15xx series,
Hazeltine Esprits, Televideo 9xx series, various
printers, and now PCs. The flexibility of MilS
facilitated the creation and use of a sjmple routine
and global that enables just about any CRT or KSR
(keyboard send receive) printer to 00 used as an
input device. The 'universal' device handler rou-
tine is called when a user first signs on to the
system and defines namespace seven dependant upon a
terminal type assigned to that port. That is ,
N 7=~%DDV(h%DDV($I» is executed where ~%DDV($I)
has ooen previously defined (see Figure 2) depend-
ing upon the terminal type the system should expect
signing on to the system via that port. It would
also 00 possible to redefine the terminal type on
'fly' in case npre than one terminal type is attach-
ed to a port but, to date, this has not been neces-
sary. Thus namespace seven is now defined to a
terminal type, e.g. , an 'ESPRIT' and in order to
hcm3 the cursor, clear the screen, and enable half
intensity the programmer would sjmply code 'X @7(2) ,
where appropriate ( see Figures 3 & 4. ) This has
proved to 00 a relatively painless method to support
multiple terminal types accessing the same 1/0 rou-
tines using formatted screens .

~~

The text editor, written in MIlS in 1982, is a line
orientated 'word processor' which was written to
I. minimize the impact on system through put and
2. to serve the needs of secretarial staff for word
processing like capabilities, in that order of im-
portance. The text editor has generally been used

Figure 4 Documentation of Formatting Code Numbers



involved system nXJre 'user friendly'for creation of short documents and course tests ,
though m:my paged theses have been entered. The
editor, in addition to the system printers, also
supports use of the Canon AP 400 (or similar) type-
writer attached to TeleVideo CRTs, using the type-
writer as a printer. The relatively recent wide
spread usage of micro canputers as word processors
has decreased the need/use of the text editor. Even
so, there are specific functions which remain the
editors forte.

SU!Im3ry !!!2£ Conclusion

The flexibility of MIlS has , over a period of s~
ten years, enabled L00\3 Linda University to achieve
a position in the fore front of the carputer usage
in dental schools. In addition to the necessary
educational, clinical, research, financial, and m:m-
agerial needs of the School, MIlS has been effective
in the irnpleIrentation of npre general functionality
including the transfer of data between carputers ,
supporting multiple terminal types, and a text
editor with data dictionary increasing the I user
friendliness 'of the system. MIlS c~s highly
recaTlrended for use in the dental education environ-
ment.

The text editor, via a data dictionary .is able to
insert data fran the various globals into a docunent .
For example, by just entering (when pranpted) the
patients chart number a letter can be custanized to
insert the patients name , address, account balance
owing, etc. where appropriate. Additionally. the
text editor enables a departne.nt secretary to create
a =ter course question document (r-I::QD) which con-
tains all the test questions that are used in a
course. Fran the f'K;QD the instructor selects the
appropriate questions for a particular test. The
se=etary then enters only the question numbers fran
the r-x;QD, in the order specified by the instructor ,
into the actual test document. The text editor then
transfers the specified questions into the test doc-
ument (including possible nR1ltiple choice answers) ,
renumbers the questions sequentially, and spaces
appropriately. A great time saver over transferring
each question manually or retyping tests. The
instructors also get feed back fran their test
questions since the test grading routines on the
Data General 8/250, in addition to other statistics,
give validity coefficients for all the test quest-
ions. If the coefficient is quite low or negative
then the instructor may rewrite that question and
replace the previously existing question in the r-x;QD
with the revised version.
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~ Veritable Sffi:)rgasbord

The Dental School's system was initially written so
that all user routines were accessed via rrenus.
Menus were designed to be specific for a departrrent,
clinical area or function. As I1Pre and I1Pre rou-
tines were placed in these rrenus , additional person-
nel were added to the system, and user functionality
became less specific it became a bit confusing to
sorre individuals as to which rrenu(s) contained the
option they wished to access. Additionally, when in
the appropriate rrenu there was the question as to
which option to access ( even though entering a' ? ,
would give the user a list of the options. ) Smor-
gasbord was written to address this problem for the
infrequent, naive, or impaired user. Sl1Prgasbord is
a set of routines which enable the user to specify
with key words or phrases the process that they wish
to execute. Key words and/or phrases m:ly be select-
ed fran the screen or entered directly by the user.
The system then responds with a list of the corre-
sponding routines with descriptions. The user m:ly
select the appropriate routine and the system in-
forms the user which rrenu( s ) and options the routine
m:ly be called fran ( to expedite the use of the
rrenus ) , checks the users security, and executes the
routine if appropriate. This sl1Prgasbord feature
plus the continued use of rrenus makes a sorrewhat




